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While Senate President Thomas Birmingham is cycling on his
“Tour-de-Mass” his team is protecting Corporate CEO’s from having
to meet their shareholders.
The Neighborhood Assistance Corporation of America (NACA) and United for a
Fair Economy are holding a press conference at 10:30 a.m. in Senator
Birmingham’s office to announce that shareholders will continue to be heard.
Senator Steven Tollman will declare his intention to derail an unprecedented law
that would eliminate shareholders’ rights to directly participate in annual
stockholders’ meetings.
The Massachusetts’ legislative leadership was ready to enact today the
“Electronic Communication with Shareholders” act. Hidden in this bill is Section
13 which states that a Massachusetts company’s board of directors “may in its
sole discretion determine that the annual meeting shall not be held at any place,
but may instead be held solely by means of remote communication.” It denies
shareholders the right to question, in person, elected boards. It makes corporate
boards more remote and unaccountable than they already are. “It is ironic”,
states Bruce Marks NACA CEO, “that Senator Birmingham is rubbing elbows
with Massachusetts residents while his leadership is protecting Massachusetts
CEO’s from being up close and personal with their stock holders. It appears that
the Legislative leadership believes that corporate America should operate
behind closed doors as they do.”
Over the last five years United for a Fair Economy has introduced over 25
shareholder resolutions aimed at improving corporate performance and
accountability. “There is nothing wrong with adding electronic communication to
the means of involving shareholders,” states Chuck Collins. “Many companies
already offer electronic share voting and other avenues for participation but don’t
eliminate the right of shareholders to attend face to face meetings. It means that
Massachusetts corporations can avoid the transparency and accountability
involved in a face to face meeting.”
The press conference with over 50 participants will take place in Senator
Birmingham’s office at 10:30 a.m. Senator Tollman’s action will prevent this
legislation from becoming law without further public scrutiny.
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